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Synopsis	
A Quest for Meaning tells the story of two childhood friends 
who go around the world to meet the great thinkers of our time. 
With humor and optimism, Marc and Nathanael invite us to join 
them on their soul-searching quest, calling into question our 
vision of the world.

Click & see trailer

www.bit.ly/trailerAQFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPNfh0wxXVM


Synopsis	


  
	

•  Personal development shapes 
development of our society

•  Understanding interdependence 
so that we respect every living 
being	

	
	

The Film’s Main Themes

•  People can bring about change 

at a local level

•  Using the cycles found in Nature 
as inspiration for our economy 
and social structures	

The Film’s Main Players

And more:
Trinh Xuan Thuan
Frédéric Lenoir
Chaty Secaria
Jules Dervaes
Marianne Sébastien
Hervé Kampf
	

Dr. Vandana Shiva Satish Kumar Dr. Bruce Lipton Pierre Rabhi



A Quest for Meaning in 
numbers	

A documentary released in cinemas across France, Belgium, 
Switzerland and Quebec and translated in 12 languages

SELF-PRODUCED AND SELF-DISTRIBUTED

963
200 000

1500
3000

coproducers 
involved

spectators 
touched

associations 
gathered

post-screening 
discussions



About Us	

The association Kamea Meah Films was created  
to carry the production and distribution of  
A Quest for Meaning. 

The film has been such a success that 
we’ve expanded our field of action to 
include : 

•  accompanying independent film-

makers in the production and 
distribution of their documentaries

•  organizing seminars and 
workshops

•  organizing alternative film 
festivals and other events

  




Take part of the journey!

Our aim is to empower people and inspire change by gathering 
organizations and citizens around a positive vision of the future. 
Gatherings around the film are an opportunity for organizations to 
present their actions to people sensitive to their mission 
purpose in the aim of encouraging them to act locally. 

We have adopted a grassroots and collaborative approach:   
To spread our message as widely as possible, and accompany 
people on their own quest for meaning, we are looking for 
partners that share our vision. 

We are open to different kinds of partnership – we have listed a 
few examples to get you started.



Different forms of partnership	

v  Organize screenings of the film

v  Be an AQFM animator & suggest concrete actions beyond the 

film – you will be invited to animate post-screening discussions in 
events happening in your area. This is an opportunity for you to 
present your mission purpose, your projects and to encourage 
others to act at their level


v  Online Partnership: exposure on social networks, website, 

newsletters etc. Share the access to the film and encourage 
community screenings

v  Distribute the DVD and split the profits with our association

v  We are open to any other proposition you might have



Examples of AQFM events	

With the famous French artist 
Matthieu Chedid, performing after 
a screening


With the association Colibris, presenting 
their local initiatives for transition during a 

post-screening discussion


With the network Heartfulness, 
organizing an event with meditation 
workshops and a showing of the film 



Our international spokesperson	

The Academy Award winning 
actress and environmental 

activist

Marion Cotillard

http://bit.ly/MarionCot


We already have their support!	



Facebook Fanbase	

+50,000 active fans 



Videos viewed more
than 1,000,000 times


High level of activity



Organic growth: an online 
community that doubled 
in a year




Thank you for your interest!	

If you would like to collaborate with us, 
please contact us at international@kameameahfilms.org 
and we will get back to you soon.

We look forward to hearing from you ! 







